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Superconductivity near the vibrational-mode instability in MgCNi 3
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~Received 13 October 2003; published 23 December 2003!

To understand the role of electron-phonon interaction in superconducting MgCNi3 we have performed
density-functional based linear response calculations of its lattice dynamical properties. A large coupling
constantl51.51 is predicted and contributing phonons are identified as displacements of Ni atoms towards
octahedral interstitials of the perovskite lattice. Instabilities found for some vibrational modes emphasize the
role of anharmonic effects in resolving experimental controversies.
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The discovery of superconductivity in MgCNi3
1 has gen-

erated a new puzzle in the recent series of fou
superconductors.2 Despite its relatively lowTc (8 K), the
presence of Ni signals the possible importance of correla
effects which makes the physics of the pairing mechan
relevant to the famous high-Tc cuprates and brings the dis
cussion of unconventional non-electron-phonon mechan
The experimental information characterizes MgCNi3 as
moderate1,3 or strong-coupling4 conventional superconducto
through the analysis of specific-heat data, supports
s-wave pairing by nuclear magnetic resonance experimen5

and at the same time shows a zero-bias anomaly in tunne
data.4 A clear need for detailed information about the phon
spectra emerges from these controversial data in orde
clarify the role of electron-phonon interaction~EPI! and un-
derstand the mechanism of superconductivity.

In this work, we perform theoretical studies of th
strength of the electron-phonon coupling in MgCNi3 by us-
ing fully self-consistent density-functional based linear
sponse calculations6 of the lattice dynamical properties as
function of phonon wave vectorq. This method was proven
to provide reliable estimates for the phonon spectra
electron-phonon interactions in a large variety of system6,7

The basic element of the perovskite MgCNi3 structure is
given by a carbon atom placed at the center of the cube
octahedrally coordinated by six Ni atoms. Our electro
structure calculation using full potential linear muffin-tin o
bital ~LMTO! method8 reveals Ni-d C-p hybridized valence
bandsek j in accord with the previous studies.9–11The Fermi-
surface consists of several sheets such as rounded cube
tions centered atG, thin jungle gym area spanning from

R @ 1
2

1
2

1
2 #2p/a to M @ 1

2
1
2 0#2p/a points, dimpled square

shaped hole pockets centered aroundX point @ 1
2 00#2p/a, as

well as little ovoids alongG2R. The tight-binding picture
discussed before9 consists of carbonpx py pz orbitals hybrid-
ized with d states of three Ni atoms numerated accordin
as Nix Niy and Niz . For example~see Fig. 1!, carbonpz state
hybridizes with Niz dz221 and also with Nix dxz Ni y dyz .
Similar picture holds for carbonpx ,py orbitals which are not
shown. As it has been noted,9 this in particular results in two
antibonding states crossing the Fermi level, which in
nearest-neighbor approximation have no dispersion al
some directions in the Brillouin zone~BZ!.
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The appearance of nearly flat areas ofek j gives rise to
two-dimensional~2D! van Hove singularity~vHS! placed 40
meV below the Fermi energyeF , which is responsible for a
strong narrow peak neareF . This has generated speculatio
about closeness of MgCNi3 to ferromagnetic instability upon
doping.9–12The narrowness of the vHS band is controlled
the second-nearest-neighbor hopping integrals, which for
states shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the overlap betweenx
and Niy dxy orbitals. As we discuss in this work, nearly un
stable phonon modes exists when each of the two Ni ato
moves toward octahedral interstitial sites.~This is shown in
Fig. 1 by arrows for a phonon wave vectorq
5@ 1

2
1
2 0#2p/a.! We shall see that these distortions wipe o

the narrow vHS peak and give rise to a large electron-pho
coupling.

To calculate lattice dynamics of MgCNi3 as a function of
wave vectorq we utilize the linear response method,6,8 We
use 2k LMTO basis set, generalized gradient approximati
for exchange correlation,13 experimental lattice constanta
57.206 a.u., as well as effective~40,40,40! grid in k space
~total 1771 irreduciblek points! to generate the phonon dis
persionsvqn and electron-phonon matrix elementsgk1qj 8k j

FIG. 1. Basic element of the structure and set of tight-bind
orbitals relevant to low-energy physics MgCNi3. Arrows show dis-
placements of Ni atoms corresponding to wavevectorq
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1
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1
2 0#2p/a.
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on a ~10,10,10! grid of theq vectors~total 56 irreducibleq
points!.

Our calculated phonon spectrum along major high sy
metry lines of the cubic Brillouin zone is given on Fig.
The frequencies are seen to be span up to 900 K, with s
of the modes showing significant dispersion. In general,
distinguish three panels where the top three branches ar
900 K are carbon based, the middle three branches aro
600 K are Mg based and nine lower branches are all
based. For theG point z-polarized modes, in particular, con
sist of ~i! Niz-C against Mg-Nix-Niy vibrations~186 K!, ~ii !
pure Nix-Niy vibrations ~262 K!, ~iii ! Mg against Nix-Niy
~561 K!, ~iv! C against Niz vibrations~857 K!.

A striking feature of this phonon spectrum is the prese
of a low-frequency acoustic mode which is very soft and
even seen to be unstable along (jj0) direction in the BZ.
This mode is essentially Ni based and corresponds to per
dicular movements of two Ni atoms towards octahedral
terstitials of the perovskite structure. The latter is made
each of the four Ni atoms and two Mg atoms. For examp
considering thexy plane~see Fig. 1! for the q point M such
movements can be seen as a 2D breathing around this va
interstitial. We find a similar situation for other wave vecto
and in other directions of the BZ, where each pair of
atoms prefers such in-phase displacements perpendicul
each other. The softness and instability here can be un
stood as the octahedral interstitials are only places to es
for each Ni atom stressed between two surrounding carb

The discussed displacements affect the overlap integ
between nearest Nit2g orbitals which control the width of
the vHS band. For thexy plane these are the hoppings b
tweendxy orbitals~see Fig. 1!. It is therefore clear that thes
modes should have large EPI.

To illustrate the crucial change in the electronic struct
due to such distortions, Fig. 3 shows two one-electron sp
tra in the vicinity of the Fermi level corresponding to theM

FIG. 2. Calculated phonon spectrum of MgCNi3 using density-
functional linear response method. Some curves are widened
portionally to the phonon linewidths.
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point frozen phonon involving Nix displacement along they
axis in phase with the Niy displacement along thex axis as
illustrated on Fig. 1. The top panel of Fig. 3 corresponds
the undistorted energy bands drawn in the original cubic
for easier comparison with the published data.9–11 As the

point @ 1
2

1
2 0#2p/a is now a reciprocal vector of the new

doubled lattice, the bands are seen to be simply folded,
the narrow vHS band is readily recognized. When we int
duce a distortion by 0.2 Å, the only essential difference
the width of the vHS band which now disperses as much
1.5 eV. The smallness of the assumed displacement em
sizes the large electron-phonon coupling. Its appearance
not be understood from a simple geometric overlap betw
the twot2g orbitals (dxy states between Nix and Niy shown in
Fig. 1!. We therefore look for an electronic enhancement d
to nestinglike features of the Fermi surface. Indeed, s
nesting can be found for the two dimpled square shaped
pockets centered atX separated exactly by the wave vect

@ 1
2

1
2 0#2p/a. We have confirmed that feature by correspon

ing calculation of the integral(k j j 8d(ek j2eF)d(ek1qj
2eF) which provides the total phase space available for
electrons to scatter at given wave vectorq with no energy
change.

We now turn our discussion to the detailed dependenc
the electron-phonon coupling across the entire BZ. This
least can be done for all stable phonons. Figure 2 shows
calculated phonon linewidthsgqn by widening some repre
sentative dispersion curvesvqn proportionally togqn . Each
phonon linewidth is proportional to14 (k j j 8ugk1qj 8k j

qn u2d(ek j

2eF)d(ek1qj2eF), where the electron-phonon matrix ele
ment is found self-consistently from the linear respon
theory.6 In particular, we see that some phonons have rat
large linewidths. This, for example, holds for all carbo
based higher-lying vibrational modes. The strength of
couplinglqn for each mode can be obtained by dividinggqn

by pN(eF)vqn
2 , whereN(eF) is the density of states at th

Fermi level equal to 5.3 st./@eV* cell# in our calculation.

ro-

FIG. 3. Calculated one-electron structure corresponding to

Ni based frozen phonon withq5@
1
2

1
2 0#2p/a. Top panel—

undistorted bands, bottom panel—distorted bands correspondin
the Ni displacements by 0.2 Å.
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Due to largevqn
2 , this unfortunately results in strongly sup

pressed coupling for all carbon modes which would fav
high critical temperatures. The coupling, however, is re
tively strong for the Ni based modes. For example, we
find l ’s of the order of 1–3 for the Ni based optical phono
around 250 K. Again, the analysis of the polarization vect
shows that these vibrations involve Ni movements towa
octahedral interstitials. For example~see Fig. 1!, the move-
ment of Nix and Niy atoms along thez direction either in-
phase or out-of-phase result in larger overlap betweenz
Niy dyz orbitals and between Niz Nix dxz orbitals. Similar to
what we find for theM point using the frozen-phono
method~Fig. 3!, this again enlarges the vHS bandwidth r
sulting in large EPI. An extremely large coupling (l;70)
occurs for the soft acoustic mode involving the interstit
breathing (M point!. Here we point out a triple effect:~i!
breathing of four Nix Niy atoms into the interstitial, which
results in largerdxy overlap,~ii ! nesting enhancement whic
helps wiping out the vHS peak, and~iii ! the smallness of
vqn

2 . As the linewidth of this particular phonon is so larg
the concept of phonon itself has to be questioned, but du
a smallness of the phase space associated with this vibra
this has a little effect on integral characteristics such asl.

Unfortunately, finding the integral value ofl is another
challenging problem due to the appearance of the imagin
frequencies. Neglecting the unstable mode completely res
in the average coupling constant equal to 0.95 mainly du
the discussed Ni vibrations around 250 K~see Fig. 2!. It is
however clear that the low-frequency mode has a large c
tribution tol and cannot be omitted. For which wave vecto
q this mode is unstable? Since we know its dispersion ac
the entire BZ, we can determine a surface inq space which
separates the real and imaginary frequencies. Figure 4 sh
the result of such an analysis. We see the area around tG
point which continues along the lines towards theR,M , and
X points. Here we find the stability of the mode. The ar
around theM point, where we find enormously large EPI,

FIG. 4. Surface in the Brillouin zone which separates stable
instable areas for the Ni based acoustic mode.
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seen to be very small . This is also clear from the dispers
relations shown in Fig. 2 for the (jj0) direction, where the
frequency becomes real just near theM point itself.

This instability carefully avoids symmetry points whic
can be understood by keeping in mind the symmetry of
discussed distortions. Namely, anharmonicity is expected
be large for all in-plane movements involving two, three,
four Ni atoms towards octahedral interstitials. This is forb
den near theG point and for all wave vectors (j00) along
GX as well as for (jjj) alongGR directions if, for example,
xy plane is considered. It is however allowed for (jj0)

alongGM and for (1
2 j0) alongXM. Moreover, for the wave

vectors withqzÞ0, the displacements away fromxy plane
are allowed and the instability is quickly suppressed. Th

e.g., is the case of (1
2

1
2 j) alongMR.

The persistence of the instability which does not occur
any of the high-symmetry point needs a nontrivial froze
phonon analysis. As our polarization vectors promt that
largest anharmonicity is expected for theGXM plane with
qz50, we have performed three such calculations for

points a5( 1
4

1
4 0)2p/a, b5( 1

2
1
4 0)2p/a, and M shown in

Fig. 4. This corresponds to the discussed displacement
two ~point a), three~point b), or four ~point M ) Ni atoms
within xy plane. The results of these calculations reveal
sentially anharmonic interatomic Ni potentials. A shallo
double well with a depth of the order of 10–40 K and t
curvature at the equilibrium of the order of 40–50i K exis
for the a and b points which becomes vanishing at theM
point. We have found such a behavior by both total ene
and force calculations for the supercells of 20 atoms (a and
b points! and 10 atoms (M point!. Clearly, such a smal
depth on the temperature scale indicates that the distort
are dynamical and zero point motions would prevent the
pearance of the static long-range order. This picture is c
firmed by our recent extended x-ray absorbtion fine spect
copy experiments ~EXAFS!, which reveal dynamical
distortions15 not seen in the conventional diffraction expe
ments. Remarkably that the parameters of the double w
~depth 10 K and the equilibrium curvature 50i K! extracted
from EXAFS are in accord with our frozen-phonon data.

It is now clear that our instable mode is not related to
statically distorted structure of MgCNi3 but should be re-
solved using an anharmonic theory of the EPI. Using a co
bination of our frozen-phonon and linear response data
are able to map the behavior of the instable mode inside
entire Brillouin zone using a~4,4,4! grid of q vectors. This
gives us a possibility to determine a contribution to t
Eliashberg spectral function using a generalized formula16,17

a2F~v!5
1

N~eF! (
q

(
k j k8 j 8

(
n

d@v2vn~q!#

3
@ f k j2 f k8 j 8#d@ek j2ek8 j1vn~q!#uGk8 j 8k j

(n)
~q!u2

@vn~q!#2
,

~1!

where the summation over the eigenstatesn of the anhar-
monic oscillator appears here withvn(q)5en(q)2e0(q) be-

d
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ing the excitation frequencies around the ground-state le
for the anharmonic well at a given wave vectorq. The gen-
eralized electron-phonon matrix elementGk8 j 8k j

(n) (q) involves
transitions from the ground tonth excited state and also in
cludes changes in the effective one-electron potential to
orders with respect to the displacements. The most impor
is the effect of the frequency renormalization which appe
in denominator of Eq.~1!. As we find, our anharmonic mod
has the first excitation frequency which, depending on thq
point, varies from 120 to 150 K. We also find that the su
mation overn is fastly convergent in accord with the prev
ous work:16 the oscillator strength forn52 is always less
than 2% of that forn51. The linear electron-phonon sca
tering matrix elements are known to us from the linear
sponse calculations, and numerically small corrections du
second-order couplings have been extracted from our fro
phonon data using the band splittings technique.17

Our resulting value ofl for this anharmonic mode ap
pears to be 0.56. Adding the result forl50.95 from all other
modes our totall is now 1.51. This is consistent with th
values ofl extracted from specific-heat measurements1,3,18

and would cause MgCNi3 to be a strongly coupled electron
phonon superconductor.

To estimateTc , we solve the Eliashberg equation wi
our total ~harmonic1anharmonic! a2F(v). The cutoff fre-
quencyvcut is taken to be ten times the maximum phon
frequency. The Coulomb pseudopotentialm* (vcut) is varied
andTc within the range 7–20 K is obtained. Making conne
tion to them* that is usually used in Allen-Dynes modifie
McMillan Tc formula19 the rescaling expression@m* #21
o-
W

d
.

er

,

r,

ys
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5@m* (vcut)#
211ln(vcut/vmax) is utilized.20 We found that

both the experimentalTc and the superconducting energ
gap D(0) can be reproduced with the value ofm* 50.33.
While the effect of spin fluctuations on superconductiv
and mass enhancement is better to discuss in terms of its
coupling constantlspin , at the absence of detailed calcul
tion of the latter, we can only conclude that our enhancedm*
can, in principle, appear due to localized nature of Nid or-
bitals. In fact, at the absence of spin fluctuations,m* is usu-
ally 0.1–0.15 andTc in MgCNi3 could be larger. We con-
clude that spin fluctuations partially suppre
superconductivity, the result expected from the conventio
theory. Note that the same conclusion has been reac
based on the recent analysis of the specific-heat data.18 We
finally calculated the phonon contribution to the specific h
and fitted it to the formC(T)5bT3 at low temperatures. Ou
value of b50.35 mJ/@mol* K4# is close to the values
0.40–0.42 mJ/@mol* K4# determined experimentally.3,4,18

In conclusion, by performing linear response calculatio
of the electron-phonon interaction in MgCNi3 we reported
the value of l51.51 consistent with the strong-couplin
limit of electron-phonon mechanism of superconductivi
An unusually large anharmonic correction tol for the lattice
near instability is emphasized.
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grams to solve Eliashberg’s equations. The work was s
ported by the grants NSF DMR Nos. 9733862, 02092
0238188, 0342290, U.S. Department of energy No. D
FG02-99ER45761, NJSGC No. 02-42.
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